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The essence of painting 

Returning again and again to certain books, and delving into their meaning, is one of the pleasures 
provided by the passing of the years. This is particularly true, for me, with certain texts that are like 
infinite archipelagos: when you colonize one island you discover it is hiding a thousand other islands 
that you had not noticed when you first explored it. You often get the impression that everything is 
present in these texts, awaiting a reader who knows how to journey through their labyrinths.  

That's exactly what happens to me with A Treatise on Painting by Leonardo da Vinci. In a way, I believe 
that book contains the essence of painting and five centuries later all the suggestions and advice 
offered by the Florentine artist are still relevant. Leonardo, together with Piero della Francesca, 
perhaps, inaugurated the lineage of painters who make the act of painting the great theme of their 
work. They produced paintings about painting. Velazquez, Vermeer or Rembrandt followed in their 
footsteps; while in modern times Cezanne, Kandinsky or Rotkho, joined their number. Among 
contemporary artists, for whom we have not acquired sufficient historical perspective yet, I have a 
huge respect for those seeking to truly explain themselves through their work. I like those who proffer 
a certain self-awareness in their painting; Lars Physant is one of them.  

However, before going on to talk about Physant, allow me to step back to the time of Leonardo and 
the notes he wrote that we now know as A Treatise on Painting. I have always been impressed with 
Leonardo's affirmation that the successful painter should learn to recognize, in the point, the unlimited 
forms of nature. I agree. To put it in literary terms: the good painter should be a Master of the Point. 
In the same way that a good writer must spend hours, or even days, faced with a blank page, the true 
painter must observe a point on their canvas for hours or even days. All forms are already there, the 
artist's task is merely to release them.  

As a result, it seems logical to me that the divine metaphor arose from this idea. For Leonardo, God is 
the point of origin and the origin of the point. Like some intimation of the Big Bang, Leonardo's God is 
an infinitely concentrated point of power that explodes and radiates off in all directions. Artists, 
through their work, mimic this genesis. And a world emerges. In the Treatise man, as a microcosm, and 
the universe, as a macrocosm, exchange positions, dancing together. They are inhabitants of the point; 
they are developments of the point.  

I do not think anybody immersed themselves as much as Leonardo in the essence of painting, although 
it is true that Malevich's White on White came close. Leading on from the foundational character of 
the point and its creative explosion, that permitted both the expression of and the capturing of the 



world's forms, the successive issues raised by Leonardo can be understood as a genuine declaration of 
the principles of modern painting: a revolutionary understanding of decentralized space, an 
identification of light as the cornerstone of artistic endeavour, along with a constant search for 
movement. In defining an aerial perspective, as distinct from a central perspective, Leonardo 
anticipated the principles of modern perception. The same is true of his insistence on chiaroscuro, an 
unprecedented exploration of the nature of light. And, in parallel, the use of sfumatto, the change and 
dissolution of forms, making concrete a never satisfied longing for the attainment of movement 
through painting.  

 

The visible and the invisible 

It seemed appropriate to recall A Treatise on Painting because rarely have there been writings that 
deal so convincingly with the essence of painting and because Lars Physant, who is also in the lineage 
of artists who practice self-awareness, demonstrates in his work and in his reflections, similar 
analogous questions concerning the essence of pictorial act. Ultimately, what is at play here is the 
relationship between the visible and the invisible. Can we make the invisible visible? Or more modestly, 
though radically: can we make visible the visible? Or, on the contrary, is what we believe visible always 
an error of appreciation, impossible to convert into a truthful representation?  

Modern painting has walked along the knife-edge of these dilemmas. There are memorable pages in 
this regard in Kandinsky's Concerning the Spiritual in Art. How do we make the invisible emerge? How 
can we go deeper into a language of the visible that is not mere unalloyed sensory deception? Early 
20th century avant-garde movements revolved around this axis, with different poetic and stylistic 
answers. A century earlier, Caspar David Friedrich put his finger on it when he maintained that the 
artistic gaze occurs within an inner eye. This represents the most wonderful of paradoxes when 
speaking of painting, the most visual of the arts. Perhaps Friedrich, without knowing it, was referring 
to criticism of the dramatization of painting being made by painters of icons, which would be picked 
up on by contemporary abstractionism. The great paradox: that painting expresses the world through 
nourishment offered to it by the inner eye. 

The dilemmas posed by the interplay between the invisible and the visible can only be resolved through 
metaphors. Lars Physant offers an extremely attractive metaphor regarding the wind and comparing 
it to music. Both are invisible, but both are then embodied, one in forms, the other in sounds. As a 
metaphor for creation, the wind is nearly unbeatable: it is an invisible force that leaves in its path 
visible evidence of its existence: waves on the sea, branches moving in the trees, the unbridled mane 
of a woman's hair. When I read what Physant had said regarding his wind metaphor, I remembered 
one of the most powerful scenes I have ever seen. It happened in the Sahara desert where I witnessed 
the wind displacing enormous sand dunes as if they were autumn leaves. The desert was continually 
changing: in essence it was always the same, but at the same time it became many different deserts. 
The wind is Heraclitean, the invisible substance behind a metamorphosis. 

It is also very present in the work of Lars Physant. Occasionally, when looking at his paintings, that 
memory of the Sahara is vividly brought to my mind. A superficial gaze presents us with a static space; 
yet an attentive, leisurely look leads us into transformation, into movement. Images shift in his 
paintings like the dunes in the desert. The desert's surface is smooth, yet rough at the same time. 
Nowhere, else, other than in a desert, do the full and the empty alternate as much.  

I think this is also one of the secrets behind Physant's poetics. In a surprising way, in his works, the full 
and the empty alternate. For viewers of a work, this alternation has a striking effect because it makes 



them aware of a continuous movement, of a non-finite quality that seeks to complete itself without 
closing in on itself. Physant, as a painter is very aware of his aim, (one of his great stylistic findings that 
is made concrete through several strategies) through his use of overlapping spaces, collages, or else 
the destruction of the traditional boundaries of a painting. The painting breathes, opens itself out, and 
frees up hidden depths. The invisible manifests itself, respectfully, in a language in which the visible, 
like life, is always transitory. 

 

The point of view 

Another of Lars Physant's central concerns, derived from the above, is the problem of the point of 
view. It is an issue that, in fact, affects all artistic languages. In his last book, perhaps ironically entitled 
Company, Samuel Beckett took a radical position with regard the position of a narrator as he undertook 
the creation of the story. From which position do we speak? What do we mean when we say that we 
are speaking in first person? What is the position of the I, the you, or the he? Is there a person truly 
authorized to actually speak? Where is the narrator in this convention of signs that we call a story? 

The painter's point of view is no less complex than that of the writer. When we come face to face with 
the creative process in painting we must also ask about the position taken by the painter. Physant 
appears to ask similar questions to those arising in Beckett's last book, but in the area of painting. What 
is the point of view of the painter? What is the point of view of the person regarding the painting? 
What is the point of view of the painted image? What is the relationship between the vertices of this 
triangle?  

This is a central issue in painting, to which Velazquez masterfully refers in Las Meninas. On more than 
one occasion I have described that canvas as a "painting about painting". Las Meninas is, on the one 
hand, a painting and, on the other hand, a true x-ray vision of the act of painting. Hence the infinite 
exploration that arises from its contemplation and also the confusion it stirs in the gaze: the moment 
after all the pieces appear to fall into place, the jigsaw falls apart again and once more we find we have 
lost our way. The three vertices of the triangle of points of view constantly change their position. 

In a way, the painter is trapped in the dialectic between the object and the subject. It also appears to 
ensure that, in the future, the spectator also becomes a prisoner of a similar dialectic. Which leads us 
to Physant's warnings about the scope and limits of the gaze. The painter's eye is powerful, but it does 
not have boundless power. Its power has to coexist with that of the future viewer and, in a very unique 
way, with that of the subject represented. The painter cannot play the tyrant, brutally appropriating 
images, but rather has to respect their existences. The growing work is a life that incorporates life and 
that must provide life. Even when the painter depicts death, he or she deals with living beings, not with 
corpses, as if he were a taxidermist. Most ethical responsibility in an aesthetic project derives from this 
principle. 

Physant, as an artist, is perfectly aware of this and so his works are never presented as absolute 
products, entirely finished, but as unfinished and therefore living processes. Stood before his paintings 
one always has the feeling that something is going to move, that something is about to appear or 
disappear. They are porous works that breathe and allow the viewer to breath. Unlike other painters, 
who can be ruthless with their prey, Physant shows a delicate respect for the beings and objects he 
paints. I would almost venture to say that he demonstrates a deep piety, and that this is one of the 
most decisive characteristics of his art. 

That said, in order to accommodate this piety, it is necessary to come to conclusions about the world 
that are often difficult to accept in the times in which we live. In an inanimate world, where everything 



is reduced to the status of a commodity, piety is barely comprehensible. Nevertheless, the world of 
Lars Physant (as reflected in his painting) is a world that is animated, in the etymological sense of the 
word. It is one where all the members have an internal movement of their own. Beings have a soul, 
objects have a soul, "things" (that commonplace contemptuous allusion) also have a soul. Therefore, 
everything is susceptible to piety. 

 

Anima Mundi 

This ethic corresponds with a cosmology. In Lars Physant, there is a cosmological conception that is 
largely in agreement with what the Renaissance, in line with criteria from ancient Greek physics, called 
The Great Chain of Being. After Newton, modern man has tended to have a mechanical view of the 
world, in accordance with the idea that the universe is a gigantic piece of clockwork. It is true that 
today there are many who advocate a more biodynamic vision, but, in general, we tend to stick to the 
mechanistic perception. There is an everyday expression that is revealing here. We speak of an 
inanimate nature to refer to everything we feel is without a soul, everything that is alien to the animal 
kingdom. "Things" are inanimate. 

In the Renaissance Great Chain of Being, everything possessed a soul and this was all integrated into 
the Anima Mundi, the soul of the world. In this vision, man was the central link in the chain. While on 
the great cosmic stage, the soul of man and the soul of the world were set up as the two great 
dialectically linked protagonists. What happened to mankind was reflected on all planes of nature and, 
conversely, what affected any link in The Great Chain of Being had an impact on human beings. Only 
Shakespeare, in his verses, was able to interpret this continuous interchange between the human and 
the non-human: where the passions of men were mirrored in the atoms and the stars.  

I think that the Cosmos to which Physant refers, when pointing out one of the foundations on which 
his painting is based, is very similar to that described in the Renaissance conception of The Great Chain 
of Being. Physant's paintings also seem to recognize the presence of an Anima Mundi that shelters and 
gives shelter to all the different components of the human drama. Individuals may be shown alone in 
the scene, but in a mysterious way, one difficult to define, at the same time they are also accompanied 
by a cosmic, unfathomable and pious environment. 

I share with Lars Physant an interest in Indian metaphysics, although like him, I imagine, my roots have 
never ceased to be profoundly European. I mention this issue because, in trying to understand the 
meaning of "cosmos" in Physant's work, I feel I must recall an episode from the time that a great writer 
from Varanasi, Vidya Niwas Mishra, and I were jointly writing a book which was published under the 
title From the Ganges to the Mediterranean. It was an afternoon in the autumn of 1999 when I raised 
the notion of the universe. But I could not get Mishra to understand the sense of this word. Time 
passed in vain until it occurred to me to replace the word "universe" with the word "cosmos". We 
understood each other immediately. I immediately understood that what had seemed repugnant to 
Mishra was the reduction of the cosmos to a universe, a centralized physical and mental space. The 
cosmos is the sum of infinite universes, without a centre and without end. 

I am inclined to believe that Physant's cosmos is of this nature, a cosmos that is plural and in continuous 
transformation. Consequently, metamorphosis is one of its main principles, yoking the cosmological to 
the aesthetic. Many of Physant's paintings appear to constantly vary in form and, in fact, the observer, 
when viewing the same work, does not have a feeling of the repetition of an image, but rather that 
each new look brings forth new images to the retina. 



Together with the power of metamorphosis, there is some kind of pantheistic principle at work 
animating the successive forms that populate these paintings. The divine (whatever meaning we give 
it) presides over Physant's cosmos. This subtle presence of the divine is what allows the playing of the 
great game in which the particular extends out to the universal and the universal is contained within 
the particular. Which brings me to a delightful anecdote from Lars Physant himself in which he recalls 
a tale told by the Danish painter Eckersberg, who Physant sees as his master. Eckersberg often 
remembered that as child he had seen the entire landscape of his homeland in a glass bottle. The 
universal concentrated within the particular, the whole concentrated in a fragment. When that 
happens, however it happens, we are in the presence of God.  

 

Simultaneous perception 

It is Physant's cosmological conception that leads to a certain hypothesis about the mechanisms of 
perception. If we speak of an infinity of universes, i.e., a multiverse we can then understand the 
multiversal realism the painter upholds. That is one of his main concerns. Like in the universe itself, 
perception cannot be centralized. Our perception acts in all directions and from all directions. 
However, we are not usually able to feel, at least in all its complexity, the polycosmos which we inhabit. 
This is one of the greatest difficulties for a painter trying to make the invisible visible.  

By proposing a polycentric perspective, Leonardo da Vinci had already boldly addressed the problem. 
However, it was the surrealists, last century, who explored the issue the most profoundly. Indeed, it 
became their greatest aesthetic and metaphysical reference. The surrealists attempted to change the 
horizontal nature of perception for a verticality woven by dreams. The dream world was, in principle, 
unlimited. Within it, one could dive down into the depths of the unconscious. Everything that 
happened in dreams was as real as that which occurred in the waking state. The surrealist revolution 
turned into written law something that art had been practising for millennia.  

However, the limitation imposed by the surrealists consisted of taking as its starting point a profound 
individual perception, the call of the subconscious. A truly multiversal realism should involve an 
augmentation that goes beyond the individual: one in which you can see yourself from the outside. Of 
course this is a demand that must strike us as utopian, at first, since we remain confined within our 
individual experience. However, the mission of art is always utopian, and artists seeking to make visible 
the invisible can feel empowered to pursue their goal beyond the perception of individuality. Such an 
artist does not so much paint the world, as paint from the world. 

I think Lars Physant both paints from a surrealist verticality and yet accepts the utopian challenge of 
painting from the world. In doing this he attempts to reach a perception, a sequential process which, 
in his paintings, makes it clear that the borders of the gaze are always diffuse because our spatial 
coordinates are not Euclidean; nor are our time coordinates governed purely by linear time. This 
pushes him into using structures that alter the homogeneous nature of reality. A canvas cannot be 
homogeneous if reality is not. 

In addition, his resistance to linear time leads him to show us the spectral, phantasmagorical nature of 
reality. Accepting the polycosmos implies assuming that a spectral double envelops all objects and 
beings. Many times, Physant manages to testify to this spectrality through chromatic variations that 
break up a uniform description of what is perceived. Reality appears veiled, as if suspended between 
life and death, or, expressed in temporal terms, between eternity and the instant. Simultaneous 
perception aims to enrich, as much as possible, the fabric of any relationships established between the 



subject and the object. It involves an immersion into the interior of the individual and a flight beyond 
that individual.  

 

An exchange of glances 

What is seen, sees, what is regarded, regards. I am convinced that Lars Physant's transition from 
polycosmos to the psycho-cosmos is based on an exchange of glances between the subject and the 
object. In other words: painting should include the concept of a "returned gaze" by means of which 
the model actively participates in the progression of a work. This seems to me an extremely important 
idea when it comes to defining pictorial poetics. Generally, the world perceives a unilateral model 
according to which a painter (or a photographer) hunts down the prey they have before them which 
then stands still passively before the artist. The idea of the "returned gaze" points in the opposite 
direction. The perception of a captured and static prey is eliminated. Instead, artists opt for a dynamic 
equality between themselves and the reality that they seek to convert into a work of art. The subject 
acts on the object, but the object also, and with equal sensorial dignity, acts on the subject. 

This becomes particularly evident when the painter turns to portraits. For Lars Physant, creating a 
portrait does not involve pictorially dominating another, but rather building a relationship with the 
other which is projected back onto the painter himself. From this impulse, a creative circuit of great 
interest originates. The person painted becomes involved, psychologically, in the genesis of the work. 
It also requires an emotional commitment by the painter. This circuit develops a set of symmetries: 
the painter, so to speak, "self-portraits" with the help of the model, while the model, "self-portraits" 
thanks to the painter's brush. The portrait is always a self-portrait for both the artist and the subject. 
Both get to know each other in a different way through the action of creating the portrait. 

Indeed, I have personal experience of this through a portrait that Lars Physant painted of me a few 
years ago. Throughout the sessions leading to the final work, what I describe above became 
increasingly evident. Through our conversations, but also through our silences, Physant allowed me to 
become an active agent of the canvas he was painting. I participated in my own portrait, which was 
indirectly transformed into my "self-portrait". As Lars himself confessed, as the work progressed, he 
felt there was an element of "self-portrait" in the portrait he was creating of me. Thus, the idea of a 
portrait as an act in which a profound relationship is built up with the other is brought to fruition.  

 

Lars Physant as a portrait painter 

If I had to summarize the two rules governing Physant's vision as a portrait painter I would cite the 
anti-absolutism of the gaze and the freedom of the model. This banishes any temptation to idealize 
because, in fact, archetypal idealizations correspond, in one way or another, to the absolutism of the 
gaze. They are the result of a pictorial tyranny that forces the model to be, not as they are, but as the 
artist wants them to be seen. In contrast to this perception, all images and all models are free and 
plural because every image and every model is unique. Confronting this certainty requires a painter to 
act with the utmost flexibility and prudence. The image that is before him, and which he wishes to 
paint, is a living, changing, image that cannot be imprisoned. 

Some of the solutions Physant has come up with are unique and frequently used, such as what he calls 
his "synaesthetic method of expressing the four temperaments", with its Hippocratic echoes of the 
choleric, phlegmatic, melancholic and sanguine. Model and painter identify themselves with the four 
classical temperaments, in the way proposed by Carl Nielsen in his Second Symphony, Opus 16, and by 
Paul Hindemith in his Theme and Four Variations for Piano and Orchestra, according to Physant's own 



confession. We might add the interconnections between sounds and colours proposed by Scriabin, in 
this case starting with painting and ending up with music.  

The advantage of the "synaesthetic method" as applied to portraits is that it facilitates the notion of 
movement in the work, for anyone undergoing changes in their moods. The portrait ceases to be rigid 
or hierarchical and takes on a life of its own through that movement. We are not a compact identity: 
we do not correspond to a single "I" but rather we are a polyphony, often with contrasting voices. The 
wheel of our moods turns within us in accordance with how we formed our character, but also in 
response to impulses that come to us from the world outside. Lars Physant's portraits accommodate 
a great freedom. They breathe, letting time flow through them; they recognize imperfection as part of 
our desire for perfection. They are a gift for the sitter and the viewer. 

 

A Passion for Painting 

A painting is also a gift for the painter himself. I have met few artists in whom this is so self-evident. 
Lars does not see painting as a job, or even a vocation, but rather as a gift that life gave him and that 
he gives back to life. Hence the conjugation of ethics and aesthetics in his work, to which we could 
easily attribute Keats' famous aphorism in Ode to a Greek Urn: “Beauty is truth, truth beauty”. The 
aesthetic becomes ethical through an inner coherence in the work and through the artist's attitude.  

The "energy of a composition" which Physant talks about, is related to the impeccable honesty in his 
work. In this sense, the meticulous process of pictorial construction that characterizes Physant is 
admirable. It is the result, perhaps, of the conjunction of his two "souls" that of the North and South: 
Denmark where he was born, and the Mediterranean which he chose as his adopted homeland, a 
synthesis that gives great strength to his art. Physant has never lost sight of his roots, but has allowed 
himself to be impregnated by the influences of his nomadic spirit. 

I admire Lars Physant's love for painting. However, in him, a love of painting is a kind of love of the arts 
in general: music, literature, architecture and dance. Lars Physant is a man dominated by enthusiasm. 
In all my life, I have never known anyone so enthusiastic. And, inseparably, this love of art is only one 
aspect of his love of existence. 

 

 

Translated by Berni Armstrong 


